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Abstract
This paper deals with the problem of controlling the interaction of a multilink #exible arm in contact with a compliant surface. For
a given tip position and surface sti!ness, the joint and de#ection variables are computed using a closed-loop inverse kinematics
algorithm. This is based on a suitable Jacobian matrix which includes terms accounting for the static de#ections due to gravity and
contact force. The computed variables are used as the set-points for a simple joint PD control, thus achieving regulation of the tip
position and contact force via a joint-space controller. The scheme is tested in a simulation case study for a planar two-link
manipulator.  2001 Elsevier Science ¸td. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Flexible arms; Position control; Force control; Inverse kinematics.

1. Introduction
Lightweight #exible arms are preferred to bulky rigid
arms when high-speed, low-energy consumption, large
workspace and high payload-to-arm weight are required.
They have captured the attention of several researchers
in the last decade, since they pose a number of challenging issues from a modelling and control standpoint
(Book, 1993; Canudas de Wit, Siciliano & Bastin, 1996).
A notable feature of #exible arms is that the system
con"guration cannot be completely described by the
joint variables and additional de#ection variables must
be introduced to take into account for links deformation.
Moreover, to obtain a "nite-dimensional model, suitable
approximations of the modes of link deformation have to
be made. On the other hand, since the number of control
inputs is strictly less than the number of mechanical
degrees-of-freedom, the control design is much more
complex than for rigid arms.
Typically the actuators are co-located at the joints and
thus the most e!ective control strategies for #exible arms
have been developed at the joint level, both for the
problems of regulation (De Luca & Siciliano, 1993a; De
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Luca & Panzieri, 1996) and tracking (Siciliano & Book,
1988; De Luca & Siciliano, 1993b; Khorrami & Jain,
1993; Vandegrift, Lewis & Zhu, 1994). Therefore, when
a desired position is speci"ed for the tip, the corresponding joint and de#ection variables to be used as inputs for
the joint-space controller have to be found by solving an
inverse kinematics problem. This can be conveniently
formulated in di!erential form by deriving a suitable
Jacobian that relates the joint and de#ection rates to the
tip rate.
In a previous work by Siciliano (1994), the case of
a #exible arm moving in free space under gravity has
been considered. A solution based on the well-known
closed-loop inverse kinematics (CLIK) scheme developed
for rigid arms was proposed. The main feature is the
adoption of a Jacobian obtained by correcting the equivalent rigid arm Jacobian with a term accounting for the
static de#ections due to gravity. When the arm interacts
with the environment, the additional de#ections caused
by the contact forces must be suitably taken into account
for the computation of the inverse kinematic solution.
This can be done by adding another correcting term to
the Jacobian both in the case of in"nitely sti! environment (Siciliano, 1999) and compliant environment
(Siciliano, 1998).
In this work the case of a robot arm in contact with
a compliant environment is considered. Assuming
a simple elastic model for the contact surface, a position
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set-point is assigned, corresponding to the desired force
applied to the desired point on the surface. Then
a closed-loop inverse kinematics algorithm based on the
well-known transpose Jacobian scheme described in Siciliano (1990) is adopted to compute the joint and de#ection variables. These are input to a simple proportionalderivative (PD) joint regulator (De Luca & Siciliano,
1993a). In sum, force and position regulation are
achieved in an indirect way as long as the arm kinematic
model, the mass distribution and sti!ness of the links as
well as the environment sti!ness and position are known.
Notice that one of the attractive features of the proposed approach is that, similar to the rigid arm case, any
Jacobian-based inverse kinematics scheme can be adopted in principle, as well as any joint-space control law.
The solution chosen in this work for kinematic inversion
does not require the inverse of the Jacobian and thus it
works well on the neighborhood of singularities. Moreover, the PD regulator does not use de#ection measurements; however, it ensures asymptotic stability only in
the presence of signi"cant damping. When passive damping is too low, active vibration damping can be achieved
by using full state-feedback (Canudas et al., 1996).
A planar two-link #exible arm in contact with a compliant surface is considered to develop a case study with
di!erent values of surface sti!ness.

2. Modelling
For the purpose of this work, planar n-link #exible
manipulators with revolute joints are considered. The
links are only subject to bending deformations in the
plane of motion, i.e. torsional e!ects are neglected.
A sketch of a two-link arm, with coordinate frame assignment, is shown in Fig. 1. The rigid motion is described by
the joint angles 0 , while w (x ) denotes the transversal
G
G G
de#ection of link i at x , 0)x )l , l being the link
G
G
G G
length.
Let pG (x )"[x w (x )]2 be the position of a point
G G
G G G
along the de#ected link i with respect to frame (X , > )
G G
and p be the position of the same point in the base frame.
G
Also let rG "pG (l ) be the position of the origin of
G>
G G
frame (X , > ) with respect to frame (X , > ), and
G> G>
G G
r
its position in the base frame.
G>
The joint (rigid) rotation matrix R and the rotation
G
matrix E of the (#exible) link at the end point are,
G
respectively,
cos 0
G
R"
G
sin 0
G
and





1
E"
G
w
GC

!sin 0
G
cos 0
G



!w
GC ,
1



(1)

(2)

Fig. 1. Planar two-link #exible arm.

where w "(*w /*x )" G lG , and the small de#ection apGC
G G V
proximation arctan w Kw has been made. Hence the
GC
GC
above absolute position vectors can be expressed as
p "r #W pG
G
G
G G
and

(3)

r "r #W rG ,
(4)
G>
G
G G>
where W is the global transformation matrix from the
G
base frame to (X , > ) given by the recursive equation
G G
W "W E R "W
K
R
(5)
G
G\ G\ G
G\ G
with
W
K "I.
(6)

On the basis of the above relations, the kinematics of any
point along the manipulator is completely speci"ed as
a function of joint angles and link de#ections.
A "nite-dimensional model (of order m ) of link #exibG
ility can be obtained by the assumed modes technique.
By exploiting the separability in time and space of solutions to the Euler}Bernoulli equation for #exible beams
*w (x , t)
*w (x , t)
G G #o
G G "0
(7)
G
*x
*t
G
for i"1,2, n where o is the uniform density and (EI) is
G
G
the constant #exural rigidity of link i, the link de#ection
can be expressed as
(EI)
G

KG
w (x , t)"
(x )d (t),
(8)
G G
GH G GH
H
where d (t) are the time-varying variables associated
GH
with the assumed spatial mode shapes
(x ) of link i.
GH G
The mode shapes have to satisfy proper boundary conditions at the base (clamped) and at the end of each link
(mass).
In view of (8), a direct kinematics equation can be
derived expressing the position p of the manipulator tip
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point as a function of the (n;1) joint variable vector
0 and the (m;1) de#ection variable vector d, i.e.

3. Interaction with the environment

p"k(0, d),

Consider the situation when the arm tip is in contact
with a frictionless and compliant planar surface. By assuming a point contact, a simple model of the elastic
force is

(9)

where m" L m .
G G
For later use in the inverse kinematics scheme, also the
di!erential kinematics is needed. The absolute linear velocity of an arm point is
p "r #W
Q pG #W p G
(10)
G
G
G G
G G
with r G "p G (l ). Since the links are assumed inextenG>
G G
sible (x "0), then p G (x )"[0 w (x )]2. The computation
G
G G
G G
of (10) takes advantage of the recursion
YQ
W
Q "W
R #W
K
RQ
G
G\ G
G\ G
with

(11)

YQ "W
W
Q E #W EQ .
G
G G
G G
Also, note that

(12)

RQ "SR 0Q ,
G
G G
with

EQ "Sw 
G
GC

(13)



(14)



S"

0 !1
1

0

.

In view of (9)}(14), it is not di$cult to show that the
di!erential kinematics equation expressing the tip velocity p as a function of 0Q and dQ , can be written in the form
(15)
p "J0 (0, d)0Q #J (0, d)dQ ,
B
where J0 "*k/*0 and J "*k/*d.
B
Assume that the manipulator is in contact with the
environment. By virtue of the virtual work principle, the
vector f of the forces exerted by the manipulator on
the environment performing work on p has to be related
to the (n;1) vector J20 f of joint torques performing work
on 0 and the (m;1) vector J2f of the elastic reaction
B
forces performing work on d.
A "nite-dimensional Lagrangian dynamic model of the
planar manipulator in contact with the environment can
be obtained in terms of 0 and d in the form (De Luca
& Siciliano, 1991)
B00 (0, d)0$ #B0 (0, d)d$ #c0 (0, d, 0Q , dQ )
B
# g0 (0, d)"s!J20 (0, d)f,

(16)

B20 (0, d)0$ #B (0, d)d$ #c (0, d, 0Q , dQ )
B
BB
B
# g (0, d)#DdQ #Kd"!J2(0, d)f.
(17)
B
B
where B00 , B0 , B are the matrix blocks of the positiveB BB
de"nite symmetric inertia matrix, c0 , c are the vectors of
B
Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g0 , g are the vector of
B
gravitational forces, K is the diagonal and positive de"nite link sti!ness matrix, D is the diagonal and positivesemide"nite link damping matrix, and s is the vector of
the input joint torques.

f"k nn2(p!p )"k nn2(k(0, d)!p ),
(18)
C
C
C
C
where k is the surface sti!ness, p is the undeformed
C
C
(constant) position of the surface, n is the (constant) unit
vector of the direction normal to the surface, and the
direct kinematics Eq. (9) has been used to express the
position of the contact point in terms of joint and de#ection variables. Also, it is assumed that contact is not lost.
By virtue of (17), in a static situation the de#ections
satisfy the equation
g (0, d)#Kd"!J2(0, d)f.
(19)
B
B
According to the small de#ection approximation, it can
be assumed that g is only a function of 0 (De Luca
B
& Siciliano, 1993a) and so is the case for J in (15) and
B
p in (18). Hence, the de#ection variables can be computed
from (19) as
d"!K\(k  (0)(p (0)!p )#g (0))
C BL
L
CL
B
where

(20)

 "J2n, p "n2p, p "n2p .
(21)
BL
B
L
CL
C
For later use in the inverse kinematics scheme, di!erentiating (20) with respect to time gives
dQ "J (0)0Q ,
DE
where

(22)

J "!K\(k J (0)#J (0))
DE
C D
E
with

(23)

*
*p
L
J " BL (p !p )#
D
L
CL
BL
*0
*0

(24)

and J "*g /*0. Folding (22) into (15) yields
E
B
p "J (0, d)0Q
N
where

(25)

J "J0 #J J
(26)
N
B DE
is the overall Jacobian matrix relating joint velocity to tip
velocity. Notice that the Jacobian in (26) is obtained by
modifying the rigid-body Jacobian J0 with two terms
that account for the de#ections induced by the contact
force and gravity, respectively. The di!erential kinematics (25) is the basic model that is used below to
derive an inverse kinematics solution scheme.
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4. Interaction control
The control objective can be speci"ed in terms of
a desired force f n aligned with n and a desired position
B
p on the contact plane. Nevertheless, the quantities
B
f and p cannot be assigned independently, since they
B
B
have to be consistent with the model of the elastic force
(18). In other words, the desired value of force f can be
B
achieved only if the component normal to the plane of
the desired position p is chosen as
B
p "n2p "k\f #p ,
(27)
BL
B
C B
CL
thus force control is realized indirectly via position control.
The control scheme proposed in this paper is composed of two stages. The "rst stage is in charge of solving
the inverse kinematics problem to compute the desired
vectors of joint variables 0 and de#ection variables
B
d that place the #exible arm tip at the desired position
B
p . These variables are used as the set-points for the
B
second stage, which is a simple PD joint regulator.
The attractive feature of the di!erential kinematics Eq.
(25) is its formal analogy with the di!erential kinematics
equation for a rigid arm. Therefore, any Jacobian-based
inverse kinematics scheme can be adopted in principle.
In this respect, one of the most e!ective schemes is the
closed-loop inverse kinematics (CLIK) scheme (Siciliano,
1990) that reformulates the inverse kinematics problem
in terms of the convergence of a suitable closed-loop
dynamic system.
According to the Jacobian transpose scheme, the joint
variables vector is computed by integrating the joint
velocity vector chosen as

where K and K are suitable positive-de"nite matrix


gains. The feedforward terms g0 (0 , d ) and J20 (0 , d ) f n
B B
B B B
are required to compensate for the gravity torque and
contact force, respectively, at steady state.
The control law (29) ensures asymptotic convergence
of h and d to the corresponding set-points. Hence, the
two-stages control scheme (28), (29) guarantees that
pPp and fPf as tPR.
B
B
It is worth remarking that the proposed scheme only
makes use of joint position and velocity measurements.
Obviously, any joint position control law for #exible
arms may be used in the second stage of the scheme in
lieu of the simple PD regulator adopted in this work. In
any case, the overall performance in terms of tip position
and force errors strongly depends on the accuracy of the
static model of the #exible arm, as well as on the accuracy
of the available estimates of the sti!ness and position of
the contact surface.

5. Case study
In order to test the proposed inverse kinematics scheme,
a planar two-link #exible arm (Fig. 1) is considered:
0"[0
0 ]2.


In the following, all the data of the arm required for the
implementation of the proposed control scheme are
given. The complete dynamic model used in the simulation can be found in De Luca and Siciliano (1991).
The following parameters are set up for the links and
a payload which is assumed to be placed at the tip of the
#exible arm:

0Q "J2(0, d)K (p !p).
(28)
N
N B
By using a Lyapunov argument (Sicilano, 1990) it can be
shown that, as long as the vector K (p !p) is outside the
N B
null space of J2 , the tip position error p!p asympN
B
totically tends to zero. In fact, a suitable choice of the
matrix K can be made to avoid that the scheme gets
N
stuck with p !pO0 and 0Q "0.
B
In sum, 0 and d tend asymptotically to the constant
values d and p such that p "k(h , d ).
B
B
B
B B
It is worth remarking that if the desired tip position
is time-varying, a similar Lyapunov argument can be
worked out to show that the tracking error can be made
arbitrarily small by augmenting the feedback gains in the
matrix K , whereas at steady state asymptotic converN
gence is still obtained. In practical implementation,
bounds exist on the largest values of the gains in
K depending on the sampling time at which the scheme
N
is discretized.
The computed values of h and x are input to the
B
B
simple PD regulator (De Luca & Siciliano, 1993a)

f "1.40 Hz, f "5.10 Hz,


f "5.21 Hz, f "32.46 Hz.


The sti!ness coe$cients of the diagonal matrix K in (17)
are

s"K (0 !0)!K 0Q
 B

# g0 (0 , d )#J20 (0 , d ) f n,
B B
B B B

k "38.79 N, k "513.37 N,


k "536.09 N, k "20792.09 N.



(29)

o "o "1.0 kg/m (link uniform density),


l "l "0.5 m (link length),


d "d "0.25 m (link center of mass),


m "m "0.5 m (link mass),


m "m "1 kg (hub mass),
F
F
m "0.1 kg (payload mass),
N
(EI) "(EI) "10 Nm (#exural link rigidity).


An expansion with two clamped-mass assumed modes is
taken for each link:
d"[d
d
d
d ]2.




The resulting natural frequencies of vibration are
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The link end-point de#ections and their spatial derivatives can be expressed as
w "
d #
d ,
C
 C 
 C 
w "
d #
d ,
C
 C 
 C 
w "  d #  d ,
C
 C 
 C 
w "  d #  d ,
C
 C 
 C 
where the constants are
"0.39,
"0.36,
 C
 C
 "1.34,
 "!1.38,
 C
 C
"1.49,
"!0.75,
 C
 C
 "4.30,
 "!15.49.
 C
 C
The tip position in (9) is expressed by
p"R (0 )(r (d , d )
    
#E (d , d )R (0 )r (d , d )),
(30)
       
where the position vectors and the rotation matrices can
be computed as illustrated in Section 2. The Jacobians in
(15) resulting from (30) are





dR
 (r #E R r ) 2

  
J0 " d0
dR
 r )
R (E
  d0 

and




Rr
RE
 #  R r
 Rd
 
Rd


Rr
RE
 #  R r
R
 Rd
 
Rd


J "
B
Rr

R E R
   Rd

Rr

R E R
   Rd

R

(31)




2

,

(32)

where the required derivatives are easy to compute.
The following coe$cients are also needed for the
gravity term:



v "
GH

l

G

o
(x ) dx , i, j"1, 2.
G GH G
G


With the above data, they take on the values:

v "0.069, v "0.12,


v "0.28, v "0.30.


The resulting gravity term is (standard abbreviations are
used for sine and cosine)
g0 "[g

g "[g
B


g ]2,

g
g



g ]2
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with
g "g c #(g d #g d )s #g c #(g d

 
 
  
 
 
#g d #g d #g d )s ,
 
 
  
g "g c #(g d #g d #g d #g d )s ,

 
 
 
 
  
g "g c #g c ,

 
 
g "g c #g c ,

 
 
g "g c ,

 
g "g c ,

 
where the constant coe$cients are
g "g (m d #(m #m #m )l ),

  

F
N 
g "!g ((m #m #m )
#v ),

 
F
N C

g "!g ((m #m #m )
#v ),

 
F
N C

g "g (m d #m l ),

  
N 
g "!g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "!g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "!g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g "!g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g "g (m d #m l ),

  
N 
g "!g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "!g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "!g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g "!g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g "g ((m #m #m )
#v ),

 
F
N  C

g "g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "g ((m #m #m )
#v ),

 
F
N  C

g "g (m d #m l )  ,

  
N   C
g "g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g "g (m
#v ),

 N  C

g being the gravity acceleration. It is worth noticing that

g is only a function of 0, as anticipated.
B
The Jacobian resulting from g is
B
!g s !g s
!g s
 
 
 
!g s !g s
!g s
 
 
  .
J "
(33)
E
!g s
!g s
 
 
!g s
!g s
 
 
The contact surface is a vertical plane, thus the normal
vector in (18) is n"[1 0]2; a point of the undeformed
plane is





p "[0.55 0]2 m
M
and the contact sti!ness is k "50 N/m.
C
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Fig. 2. Time histories of the position error, actual (solid line) and
desired (dashed line) contact force for the "rst example.

Fig. 3. Time histories of the joint angles and link de#ections for the "rst
example.

With the expressions in (31)}(33) and (24), the overall
Jacobian in (26) can be easily computed.
The feedback matrix gain in (28) is chosen as

The arm is initially placed with the tip in contact with
the undeformed plane in the position

K "diag+500, 500,
N
and the inverse kinematics scheme is discretized at
a sampling time ¹ "1 ms, using Euler integration rule.
A
In particular, according to (28), the joint variables vector
0 is computed as
B
0 (t
)"0 (t )#¹ J2 (0 (t ), d (t ))K (p (t )!p(t ))
B I>
B I
A N B I B I N B I
I
and, according to (20), the de#ection variables vector d is
B
computed as
d (t
)"!K\(k  (0 (t ))(p (t )!p )
B I>
C BL B I L I
CL
#g (0 (t ))).
B B I
The feedback matrix gains in (29) are chosen as
K "diag+25, 25,, K "diag+3, 3,.


Numerical simulations have been performed using
MATLAB with Simulink.
In the "rst example, it is assumed that the sti!ness of
the environment is known.

p(0)"[0.55 !0.55]2 m
with null contact force; the corresponding generalized
coordinates of the arm (computed by using the CLIK
algorithm (28)) are
0"[!1.4448 1.3967]2 rad,
d"[!0.0319 !0.0029 !0.0078 !0.0001]2 m.
The desired tip position is
p "[0.65 !0.50]2 m,
B
hence, the corresponding desired force is
f "[5 0]2 N
B
and a "fth-order polynomial trajectory with null initial
and "nal velocity and acceleration is imposed from the
initial to the "nal position with a duration of 5 s.
The resulting time histories of the position errors and
of the actual and desired contact force are reported in
Fig. 2, and the time histories of the joint angles and link
de#ections are reported in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Time histories of the position error, actual (solid line) and
desired (dashed line) contact force for the second example.

It can be recognized that the tracking error along the
trajectory is small, and both the desired force and position are reached at steady state. Notice also that, because
of gravity and contact force, the arm has to bend to reach
the desired tip position properly. Actually the bending is
much larger on the "rst link as expected (the links have
the same parameters).
In the second numerical example, all the data are the
same except for the estimated contact sti!ness which is
assumed to be 60 N/m in lieu of the true value of 50 N/m.
Hence, the desired force
f "[6 0]2 N
B
is expected, with the same desired position.
The resulting time histories of the position errors
and of the actual (solid line) and desired (dashed line)
contact force are reported in Fig. 4, and the time histories
of the joint angles and link de#ections are reported in
Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the tracking error along the trajectory is limited, but a constant o!set remains at steady
state. Accordingly, the contact force reaches a constant
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Fig. 5. Time histories of the joint angles and link de#ections for the
second example.

value that is lower than the desired one, due to the fact
that the contact sti!ness was overestimated.

6. Conclusion
A two-stage interaction control scheme for a #exible
arm whose tip is in contact with a compliant surface has
been proposed in this paper. The "rst stage is in charge of
solving the inverse kinematics problem to compute the
desired vectors of the joint and the de#ection variables
that place the #exible arm tip at the desired position with
the desired contact force. The solution is based on the
transpose of a suitably modi"ed arm Jacobian so as to
account for the static e!ects due to gravity and contact
force. The computed variables are used as the set-points
for the second stage, which is a simple PD joint regulator.
The attractive feature of the scheme is that it does not
require force and de#ection measurements. The price to
pay is that an exact knowledge of the arm kinematic
model, link sti!ness and mass distribution as well as
environment sti!ness and position is required to guarantee accurate regulation of tip position and contact force.
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